
 
 

JOY INTERNATIONAL COLLEGE KADUNA 

HOME WORK 

SUBJECT: CIVIC EDUCATION AND SOCIAL STUDIES  

CLASS: JSS2   

 

CIVIC EDUCATION 

WK  TOPIC CONTENT OBJECTIVES 
1 Nigeria as a Federation a. Meaning of government 

b. Relationship among the 

three tiers of government 

Students should be able to: 

a. define government and state 

the three tiers of government 

 

b. State the relationship 

among the three tiers of 

government 

2 Arms of government a. Legislative and its 

functions 

b. Executive and its 

functions 

 

Students should be able to 

state the functions of: 

a. Legislative 

b. Judiciary 

 

 

 

SOCIAL STUDIES 

WK  TOPIC CONTENT OBJECTIVES 

1 Readiness for 

marriage 

Conditions for 

marriage 

a. Physiological 

fitness 

b. Psychological 

readiness 

Students should be able to: 

a. State conditions that 

must be considered before 

going into any marriage 

relationship 

 

b. State how physical and 

psychological fitness 

affect marriage  

2 Readiness for 

marriage 

Conditions for 

marriage 

 

Students should be able to 

state the effects of  

a. Social stability 

b. Financial readiness 

on marriage relationship 

 



 
 

 
 PRACTICE QUESTIONS: CIVIC EDUCATION 

Fill – in the blank spaces: 

1. The arm of government vested with the responsibility of preparing the nation’s budget is the 

_________ 

 

2. Nigeria has _______ arms of government 

 

3. The Nigeria judiciary is headed by _______________________ 

 

4. The three arms of government in Nigeria are -

___________________________________________________  

 

5. A group of people that make law in a democratic system of government is the 

_________________________  

 

Choose the right option 

6. The settlement of dispute among people is a function of the 

A. executive  B. judiciary 

C. Legislature  D. Senate president 

E. Speaker of the House of Representatives 

 

7. Which of the following is not included in the constitution’s residual legislative list?  

A. chieftaincy affairs  B. defence 

C. Education   D. Local government 

 

8. The organ of government responsible for the interpretation of laws in Nigeria is the  

A. Executive  B. judiciary 

C. lawyers  D. Legislature 

E. Police force 

 

9. In a federal system of government, both the central and state exercise powers over _______ 

list 

A. concurrent  B. exclusive 

C. legislative  D. federal 

E. sectional 

 

10. A bi-cameral legislature consists of  

A. one house  B. two houses 

C. three houses D. four houses 

E. five houses 

 



 
 

SOCIAL STUDIES 

Choose the correct option 

1. Which one is not a marriage? 

A. Co-habitation   B. Fornication 

C. Procreation    D. none of the above 

 

2. You will marry when you are of age because of  

A. procreation      B. love and companionship 

C. continuation of family’s lineage   D. all of the above 

 

3. Which of the following attributes can sustain love among couples? 

A. Wealth and elegance   B. neglect 

C. conflicts      D. love and understanding 

 

4. A man and woman getting married must have the following except  

A. psychological readiness   B. Social stability 

C. political ambition    D. Financial readiness 

 

5. Which of the following is not a reason to marry? 

A. fame     B. procreation 

C. companionship    D. love  

 

Fill – in the blank spaces: 

6. Marriage is required for the purpose of forming a ______________________ 

 

7. Divorce is said to occur when couples ____________________ 

 

8. ____________ is an ethnic group in Nigeria associated with the Fattening House 

 

9. Sharo festival is an initiation ceremony common among the _____________ 

 

10. The kind of life a couple begins after marriage is called____________ 
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